
Greetings! 

The one word that is most spoken and currently occupying the global space is Corona, Corona…

Over thousands of precious human lives hailing from various countries have been lost due to the spread of the viral infection. 
Due to the pandemic over Crores of people are being held in constant fear borne out of it. 

People across the world are expecting completely for its eradication and even advanced countries are looking for steadfast 
solutions. 

In light of the current scenario, only God the Omnipotent can help us recover, protect from the pandemic and with God's 
blessing this viral infection can be cured in a second. 

God's divine presence is everywhere, and the divine strength of God fundamentally exists in five different forms namely: 
Earth, Water, Fire, Air and Sky and the divine combination of these forms is the source of all power which is present in all 
individuals. 

“Pancha Boothangal' (The five forms) although shapeless and colourless there exists absolute power. The proof of the 
existence of these powers is in vibrations. Chanting Mantras create these vibrations. As an individual, one possesses many 
qualities and each of them are named differently and likewise the absolute power exists in various forms of quality. 

These divine powers are invoked and worshipped through various shapes and forms. There exists one absolute power 
amidst all the all these various forms and shapes. Just as 'Rice' as a grain is cooked by mixing it with different combinations, 
God as an absolute one-entity evolves and takes shape through different divine combinations. This way the Pancha 
Boothangal's (five forms) vibrations can be invoked through chanting of divine Alphabets: NA MA SI VA YA 

NA – Earth, MA – Water, SI – Fire, VA – Air, YA – Sky which is the Supreme Mantra is being referred to as 'Panchatharam.' 
When an individual constantly chants this mantra the power of 'pancha boothangal' in him or her gets activated. Siddars 
(Saints) using these panchatharam performed eight varieties of divine actions namely: Vasiyam, Moganam, Startanam, 
Uchadanam, Akasharanam, Vithvesanam, Pethanam and Maaranam. 

Among these divine actions 'Maaranam' is meant for destruction of negative energies. In order for the negative energies to be 
completely eliminated, the Divine form and medium of 'Agni' (Fire) is to be invoked. Our Siddars and Ancestors for over 
thousands of years before have been using this divine method and action to defeat the negative energies. 

In light of recent events, using these divine actions the negative force of Corona could be eradicated. Among the 
Panchatharam's divine words, 'NA' is the supreme mantra for Earth and 'SI' for Fire. The divine combination of these two 
alphabets is the Mantra: 'NASI.' These Mantras are extremely powerful and hence have been kept highly confidential. 
Through this 'Maaranam' action the negative energies that an individual wants to be removed can be defeated by constantly 
chanting the he Mantra 'NASI' 'NASI' as the 'Agni' form is being invoked. This divine Mantra is a divine treasure for our great 
Nation. 

The human souls in the name of God through chanting 'Loka Sathru Maarana' Mantra will create vibrations and the ill affects 
borne out of Corona could be defeated thereby resulting in rescuing the world from the viral infection. When scientists 
throughout the world are working towards finding ways to defeat the presence of Corona, why can't we invoke and practice 
what our Siddars (Saints) have taught and practiced thousands of years ago? 

With the Divine Blessings of Sri Narayani, when we all together chant the following Mantra for daily 15 minutes and Pray, the 
wellbeing of all individuals is guaranteed: 

“OM KREEM MAHA KALI 
CORONA DHUSTA KIRUMI NASI NASI”

With the Divine Prayers to Sri Narayani, let us all attain wellness and lead a prosperous by intensely chanting the Mantra. 

MANTRA FOR WELLBEING 

- SRI SAKTHI AMMA


